News Release: LOTTOGOPHER HOLDINGS INC.

Lottogopher is Pleased to Announce
Bravio Technologies has entered into a Software Licensing Agreement to develop a
fully decentralised digital lottery platform for Bitcoin.com
VANCOUVER – September 24th 2019 - LottoGopher Holdings Inc. ("LottoGopher" or the "Company") (CSE: LOTO)
(OTCQB: LTTGF) (Frankfurt: 2LG) a lottery service provider that allows its national and international customers
the opportunity to order and manage lottery tickets online, and the operator of FreeLotto.com, one of the largest
online marketing and free member acquisition companies in the world is pleased to announce that pursuant to
the April 29th Shareholders Meeting wherein all motions put forth, including the resolution approving the
acquisition of Bravio Technologies Inc. (“Bravio”), were approved.
Bravio has entered into a Software Licensing Agreement with Saint Bitts LLC the owner and operator of one of
the world’s oldest and most established cryptocurrency innovators with over 4 million wallet holders worldwide,
Bitcoin.com.
Under the agreement, Bravio assumes responsibility for the development and supply of a fully decentralised
digital lottery vertical featuring Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, real money related lotteries and quick-fire customer
abatement ancillary games.
The Gaming “Framework” is to be integrated onto bitcoin.com’s highly trusted Blockchain Technology and
initially accessed from the website www.bitcoin.com.
The lottery vertical will include multiple forms of Bitcoin (“BTC”) and Bitcoin Cash (“BCH”) digital lotteries, also
under the agreement, the bitcoin.com e-wallet holders will gain access to international lotteries such as the US
PowerBall and the US Mega Millions, allowing these customers the opportunity to enter traditional lotteries using
BTC and BCH as a form of payment.
Under the agreement, bitcoin.com e-wallet holders will also gain direct access to various themed Bitcoin and
Bitcoin Cash decentralized lotteries, bitcoin.com customers will have the option to pay for entry into these
tailored lotteries using either BTC or BCH.
Using bitcoin.com’s decentralised blockchain technologies, the lottery framework will utilise smart contracts
removing the need for human intervention, all BTC and BCH digital lottery payouts will be, secure, transparent
and anonymous. Using smart contract protocol all BTC and BCH Payouts will be instant and digitally transferred
to the winners bitcoin.com’s account by blockchain powered protocol.
Stefan Rust CEO Bitcoin.com quoted “Bitcoin.com partnering with Bravio introduces global lotteries such as
Powerball and El Gordo to the crypto currency ecosystem. We are delighted, as Bravio brings extensive lottery
expertise complementing our deep-rooted cryptocurrency and blockchain technology expertise”
Under the agreement, Bravio grants Saint Bitts LLC non-restricted, non-exclusive access to its Gaming and Lottery
technology, inclusive of BTC, BCH lotteries, International Lotteries such as the US PowerBall and US Mega
Millions, its free to play lottery products and quick-fire monetised gaming platform. Under this agreement Bravio
also assumes responsibility for technical, operational and administrative support services.

Bravio CEO Paul Carroll added, "The digital entertainment industry is constantly growing, the demand for new
and innovative ways to pay, play and cash out is at the forefront of Bravio’s business strategy. As blockchain
technology evolves, new markets are opening, co-mingling crypto currency, blockchain and gaming is something
we have looked at for a few years, the partnership with Saint Bitts is a fantastic opportunity for both companies
to scale, our aim is to bring highly secure crypto gaming to the masses, literally we want to allow anybody
anywhere the option to pay and play our digital games and lotteries with Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash. We are
working closely with the Bitcoin.com team to take the bitcoin.com application into our key markets such as India
and South East Asia, large key markets that we operate very successfully in. We are committed to making BCH
available to all people, whatever their gender, nationality or financial status”
The LottoGopher – Bravio RTO Update
April 29th, Shareholders Meeting. All motions put forth including the resolution approving the acquisition of
Bravio Technologies (the “RTO Transaction”) where approved as more particularly described in the Company’s
management circular dated 3rd April 2019, a copy of which is available under LottoGopher’s profile on SEDAR at
www.sedar.com
The Company wishes to thank its shareholders for their patients and ongoing support of the RTO with Bravio.
Once the Company Audits and the current financing is complete Lottogopher intends to update the market with
a Qualifying Transaction closing timeline. The Company anticipates the group audits and current financing will
conclude week commencing 28th September 2019.
About Bitcoin.com:
Bitcoin.com is a permission less, decentralized cryptocurrency trading platform that supports both Bitcoin and
Bitcoin Cash transactions, any transaction conducted on the highly trusted blockchain technology requires no
third-party intervention and no central bank.
In June 2015, Roger Ver re-launched Bitcoin.com dedicating it to helping and grow the Bitcoin network.
In November 2017, the Bitcoin.com wallet was ranked third on Google for that search term and was in the top
five search results at the Google Play store. That month Bitcoin.com announced that its software had created
500,000 wallets.
Today, Bitcoin.com is one of the world’s oldest and most established cryptocurrency innovators with over 4.5
million wallet holders worldwide the decentralised trading platform is one of the worlds most recognised and
trustworthy industry websites.
The company hosts a Bitcoin-related web portal and provides a number of Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash services such
as purchasing and selling these cryptocurrencies, and a mobile wallet for both. It also features cryptocurrency
news, various tools, widgets and charts, an online shop, and online gaming and gambling products.
On the 16th October bitcoin.com entered into a partnership agreement with leading telecommunications
manufacturer HTC and announced the beginning of a long-term, mutually beneficial partnership to drive
innovation and adoption of crypto technologies. HTC is known for pushing the boundaries of technology with
cutting edge, futuristic smartphones. HTC’s flagship EXODUS 1 smartphone is now the first phone that provides
Bitcoin Cash (BCH) support without having to download a BCH wallet from an app store.
For existing EXODUS 1 users, updating the software on their devices will provide users with a Bitcoin.com wallet
app pre-loaded on their devices.

About LottoGopher:
LottoGopher Holdings owns and operates websites including LottoGopher.com and FreeLotto.com.
LottoGopher.com is a lottery service provider that allows its national and international customers the
opportunity to order and manage lottery tickets online. By allowing individuals to choose their numbers and
safely order tickets for the official lottery drawings around the world, LottoGopher makes it simple for users to
keep track of their tickets and winnings. LottoGopher Holdings also owns and operates the FreeLotto.com
sweepstakes, online marketing and free member acquisition website. FreeLotto.com has attracted over 65
million members to date and has awarded nearly $100 million in prize money.
Since its inception in 1999, FreeLotto members have played over 3.7 Billion Games.
Currently, the FreeLotto website attracts over 7.3 million unique visitors per month and produces over 20,000
small prize winners per month. FreeLotto offers free membership and a subscription service for its daily
sweepstakes games. FreeLotto is one of the largest and most recognised customer acquisition companies in the
world and boasts over 65m registered members since 1999.
On behalf of the Board of LottoGopher Holdings Inc.
Edward J. Tobin
Director & Interim CEO
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Forward-Looking Statement
This news release contains statements and information that, to the extent that they are not historical fact, constitute "forward-looking
information" within the meaning of applicable securities legislation. Forward-looking information may include financial and other
projections, statements regarding expansion plans, as well as statements regarding future plans, objectives or economic performance, or
the assumption underlying any of the foregoing. Statements in this news release relating to the Company’s proposed change of business
are forward-looking information. Forward-looking information is based on the reasonable assumptions, estimates, analysis and opinions
of management made in light of its experience and its perception of trends, current conditions and expected developments, as well as
other factors that management believes to be relevant and reasonable in the circumstances at the date that such statements are made,
but which may prove to be incorrect.
Forward-looking information involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results,
performance or achievements of the Company to differ materially from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or
implied by the forward-looking information. In respect of the Company’s plans to pursue a change of business, risks would include the
ability of the Company to obtain additional financing on acceptable terms. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on any
such forward-looking information. Further, any forward- looking statement speaks only as of the date on which such statement is made.
New factors emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for the Company's management to predict all of such factors and to assess
in advance the impact of each such factor on the Company's business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may
cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements. The Company does not undertake any
obligation to update any forward-looking information to reflect information, events, results, circumstances or otherwise after the date
hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as required by law including securities laws.
The CSE has in no way passed upon the merits of the Transaction and has neither approved nor disapproved the contents of this news
release. Neither the CSE nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the CSE) accepts responsibility for
the adequacy or accuracy of this release.

